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Abstract. This research studied about students’ perceptions on corrective feedback giving 

by lecturer in speaking for professional context class and aimed to; (1) find out the types of 

corrective feedback that students received from lecturer, (2) discover the impacts of 

corrective feedback, and (3) reveal students’ expectations toward corrective feedback for 

their further English learning. Descriptive qualitative as the research design was used and 

the data were collected from demographic profile questionnaire and interview from twelve 

students who enrolled speaking for professional context classes as participants. The result 

of this research showed that students received explicit correction and metalinguistic clues 

in classroom. Corrective feedback also affected students’ learning which was as their self-

reflection, to build confidence and to increase knowledge. However negative impacts were 

also found, some students feel ashamed and scared toward corrective feedback. In addition, 

students expected the lecturers to give them more motivation, be friendlier, and to consider 

students’ characters and preferences in receiving corrective feedback for their further 

learning. 
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Introduction 

In order to communicate with other people, speaking is one of language skills that is 

important to be mastered. According to Morozova (2013), to reach effective 
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communication, speaking is one of the most important skills to be mastered. Without oral 

communication skill, people will find dfficulties to build relationship with the others.  

From researcher’s experience, many students commit wrong utterance in speaking 

practice or speaking activities in classroom or outside classroom.  Thus, students need 

feedback to help them noticing their incorrect utterance. Mak (2008) stated that feedback 

is the main point to the learning process, a right and effective feedback will be a powerful 

way to enhance students’ ability in leaning language, in other words effective feedback can 

improve students’ ability and motivation in learning English. Based on Mak’s statement, a 

teacher or a lecturer as an educator in classroom takes crucial role to help students in 

improving their speaking proficiency by giving suitable and appropriate feedback.  

Corrective feedback (CF) as a part of feedback is needed when students produced 

wrong utterance. According to Mahdi and Saadany (2013), corrective feedback is the 

responses to wrong utterance that students make. In this study, corrective feedback (CF) 

was chosen due to positive and negative impacts based on the researcher’s experience in 

speaking class. Researcher and other students in classroom often said wrong utterance 

during speaking and lecturer in classroom usually corrected the error immediately.  

Corrective feedback that the researcher received from the lecturer in speaking class 

could increase researcher’s motivation in learning and affected the learning process. 

Supported by Mollestam and Hu (2016) in their study stated that corrective feedback helps 

students to improve their learning but if CF is inappropriate, it may cause low motivation 

and some students could lose motivation and nervous if they do not receive any CF in 

classroom meanwhile the negative side is getting correction in front of classroom 

sometimes caused nervous and researcher received various perception from other students 

about corrective feedback. This issue brought the main idea for this research topic.  

The research questions were formulated into three questions; 1)What types of 

corrective feedback that students received from lecturer in Speaking for Professional 

Context Class? 2)What are the impacts of corrective feedback giving by lecturer in 

Speaking for Professional Context Class toward students? 3)What are students’ 

expectations toward corrective feedback that they received from lecturer in Speaking for 

Professional Context Class? And the objectives of this research were are to find out the 

types of corrective feedback that students received from lecturer in Speaking for 

Professional Context Class, to discover the impact of corrective feedback giving by 

lecturer in English Speaking for Professional Context Class toward students and to reveal 

students’ expectations toward corrective feedback for their further learning in speaking. 

Review of Related Literature 

 Corrective feedback (CF) is a form of negative feedback. In learning, students 

usually get corrected after they make errors. In this study, the errors are focus on speaking 

or oral errors that is produced by students who learn English as Foreign Language. 

According to Ellis (2009) corrective feedback is a response to students’ oral utterance 

which contains with linguistic error. In its classroom application, teacher as educator takes 



important part of giving corrective feedback to students. Ellis stated that oral corrective 

feedback is a part of teaching process because it has important role in enhancing students’ 

linguistic accuracy. Corrective feedback in speaking is also a form of social meditation to 

help students in performing language function that they are unable to perform individually. 

In other words, the interaction that occurs between teachers and students in giving 

feedback is called social meditation. 

 Li (2013) stated that corrective feedback refers to the responses from teacher and 

peers to students’ errors in producing second language (L2). According to Li, corrective 

feedback is also about timing. The timing means, when teachers or peers give the feedback. 

There are: online CF and offline CF. Online CF means that errors are responded 

immediately when student makes error meanwhile offline feedback is the corrective 

feedback that is given after the task. 

Another study about corrective feedback regarding its effectiveness comes from 

Russell and Spada (2006). They did meta-analysis of the effectiveness of CF for 

acquisition of L2 grammar and the result stated that corrective feedback is beneficial for 

L2 grammar both for oral and written production. Corrective feedback is more effective 

for students to realize their error than no corrective feedback. 

 It can be concluded from those definitions and benefit of corrective feedback that 

CF is a response to students’ error and it can be given by teachers or peers. Oral corrective 

feedback which is the main focus of this study is a response when students make errors 

utterance in order to fix the errors made by students. 

Main literature regarding types of corrective feedback is taken from Lyster and 

Ranta (1997) in their study “Corrective Feedback and Learner Uptake: Negotiation of 

Form in Communicative Classrooms”. They distinguished corrective feedback into six 

types based on their study. Those are: Explicit correction, Recasts, Clarification requests, 

Metalinguistic clues, Elicitation and Repetition. 

In this research which concerns about Corrective Feedback in speaking English, 

several similar studies will be presented to show the results and comparisons of those 

studies. First study is a study from Katayama (2007) with research title “Learners’ 

perceptions toward oral error Correction”. Second study is a research from Ryan (2012) 

about students' attitudes towards corrective feedback in the second language classroom. 

Next study is a research by Mahdi and Saadany (2013), this study discussed about the 

kinds of oral feedback that can be found in an EFL classroom and the attitudes of both 

teachers and students towards oral feedback. And the last is a study from Corrales and 

Ocampo (2016) about professor and students’ perceptions on corrective feedback. 

Method 

The research design in this study is descriptive qualitative and conducted in Jambi 

University. Williams (2007) stated that descriptive qualitative research is a research that is 



purposeful for describing, explaining, and interpreting collected data. In this research, the 

participants were twelve students in second semester who enrolled Speaking for 

Professional Context course, the researcher chose the participants based on demographic 

profile questionnaire and then chose interviewee.  

The data collected by using demographic questionnaire and interview. 

Demographic questionnaire was used to collect participants’ background information. It 

consisted of name, Speaking for General Purpose (speaking I) score, class, and if they 

received corrective feedback from lecturer or not. The interview protocol in this study was 

adapted from Corrales and Ocampo (2016) and adjusted based on the research’ needs. The 

type of question is open-ended questions. 

After collected the data and get the result, the data were analyzed. The techniques 

of data analysis procedure are derived from Corrales and Ocampo (2016). There are some 

stages to analyze the data; 1)Transcription, 2)Coding and categorizing, 3)Grouping and 

Integration of Categories, and 4)Summarized Finding. 

Findings and Discussions 

 This section presents participants’ answer from interview section related to three 

research questions. There are three major topics: (1) findings on types of corrective 

feedback that students received from lecturer in speaking for professional context class, (2) 

findings on the impacts of corrective feedback giving by lecturer in speaking for 

professional context class toward students, and (3) findings on students’ expectations 

toward corrective feedback for their future English learning. 

1) Types of Corrective Feedback that Students Received From Lecturer in Speaking For 

Professional Context Class 

 

 The first objective of this research is to find out the types of corrective feedback that 

students’ received from lecturers in four classes of Speaking for Professional Context 

Class. From interview results, participants were asked about how their lecturer corrected 

their wrong utterance when they spoke and they might give example. Eleven participants; 

Pia, Atik, Mona, Yaya, Rio, Nina, Nia, Fira, Mira, Ina and Galang said that their lecturers 

explicitly pointed out the wrong utterance and then immediately corrected it. Nina added 

that lecturer gave suggestions to overcome her wrong utterance through watching English 

movie and listening to English conversation. 

“ya maybe ..when I say something in front of the class for example I said bag I 

mean my bag but I said back….how can I said this…. sit to “sit down” I said 

“a sit” and then they directly talk to me it…that’s not correct” [Atik] 

 “misalnnya lagi speaking terus salah nyebutin salah satu vocab atau kata gitu 

pronoun nya salah nanti langsung…secara langsung di bilang yang betulnya 

tuh kayak gini (for example, during speaking and then I said a wrong 



vocabulary then immediately the lecturer said (gave)“ this is the correct form”) 

[Yaya] 

From the way lecturers corrected the wrong utterance, it is included into Explicit 

correction which is explicit certainty of correct form. Different type came from Ema’s 

statement that said the lecturer tended to elicit student to notice wrong utterance by asking 

and it was categorized as Metalinguistic clues. 

“biasanya pak **** sambil bercanda berhumor gitu…kalo salah ya biasanya 

dicanda-candain gitu oh jadi itu ya bukan ini ya? Oh iya pak salah pak. Lupa 

gitu (usually sir **** made a joke when student said wrong utterance “oh so 

not this one?” ah yes sir I forgot”….”iya dipancing (yes elicited)” [Ema] 

In addition, from the example that participants stated, wrong utterance in 

pronunciation and grammar were the most corrections that lecturer gave in speaking for 

professional context class.. The wrong utterance also committed by students due to some 

factors such as lack of vocabulary, grammar and pronunciation, nervous, and forgot what 

they wanted so say. 

2) The Impacts of Corrective Feedback Giving by Lecturer in Speaking for Professional 

Context Class Toward Students 

 

 Discovering the impact of corrective feedback giving by lecturer in speaking for 

professional context class is the second objective in this study. From the interview result 

there were some positive and negative impacts that participants received for their speaking 

and the whole English learning. 

 

 Positive Impacts for Students’ Learning 

In this study, all twelve participants agreed that corrective feedback mostly 

gave them positive impact and they all had similar perception that corrective 

feedback could be as self-reflection for them to increase their motivation to learn 

more, and encourage them to correct their error for their further learning. 

“lebih menambah motivasi sih sebenernya dengan apa ya dengan 

adanya koreksi berarti dosen itu kan memperhatikan kita kesalahannya 

dimana dan itu diperbaiki jadi…ya…(actually to increase motivation. By 

getting corrective feedback means that lecturer paid attention to our 

mistake and to correct it” [Fira] 

 Mona added that corrective feedback could build confidence.  

“pengalaman positif nya jadi kayak lebih nambah..lebih gini, misalnya 

dikasih tau itu salah dan besok kalo bicara sama orang lain kita tuh tau 

kalo kalimat yang bener itu seperti ini an itu udah pernah dikoreksi 

dosen gitu. Jadi pede dong karna itu udah bener ga takut salah lagi. (the 

positive experiences perhaps increasing confidence…like this…for 

example I was told that it was a wrong utterance and in the next day 



when I spoke with other people…we knew the correct sentence because 

it was corrected by lecturer. So, confidence because it is correct not 

wrong anymore” [Mona] 

 Moreover Nina and Ema also added that corrective feedback increased their 

knowledge, including new vocabulary. 

“of course yes, that’s very give me a good impact, raising my skill, 

raising my knowledge how to speak English good very well now I can 

speak yeah… impact good impact for my speaking” [Nina] 

 

 Negative Impacts for Students’ Learning 

 Two participants said that being corrected in front of classroom will make 

them ashamed by their errors. In previous study’s finding by Corrales and Ocampo 

(2016) they concerned that negative effects from corrective feedback can affect on 

students’ feeling and motivation in learning. 

“langsung ya….malu sih ada (yes directly, sometimes I’m ashamed” 

[Ema] 

“karna kalo di depan kelas saya akan merasa malu dengan kesalahan 

saya (because if I am corrected in front of classroom I will be ashamed 

because of my mistake)” [Mira] 

 However different perception comes from Nina, she stated that she did not 

like corrected by lecturer in front of classroom because she would be scared by 

lecturer’s corrective feedback.  

“I think I  still scared with lecturer” [Nina] 

 

3)  Students’ Expectations toward Corrective Feedback for Further English Learning 

The third objective in this study is to reveal students’ expectation toward corrective 

feedback for their further English learning. In this part, the discussion is to reveal about 

students’ expectation toward corrective feedback itself including of how they prefer to be 

corrected by lecturer and their suggestion for lecturer and study program.  

 The Timing of Giving Corrective Feedback 

According to Li (2013), corrective feedback is also about timing. The 

timing means, when teachers or peers give the feedback. There are: online 

corrective feedback and offline corrective feedback. 

After researcher analyzed the transcript from interview result, the 

participants mostly preferred online corrective feedback which immediately 

corrected at the time when they said wrong utterance. 



Nine participants; Atik, Mona, Yaya, Rio, Nina, Fira, Ema and Galang 

preferred online corrective feedback because they would be more remember 

the incorrect utterance and correct form. 

 “saya lebih milih saat itu juga karna nanti kalo abis kayak dikelas 

abis…kesalahan saya baru dikoreksi terlalu lama jedanya jadi pengen  

langsung aja gitu biar saya jadi lebih ingat gitu (I prefer at that time 

because if the correction comes after class activity finished… my 

mistake will be corrected too long so I want direct correction at that time 

to make me more remember” [Mona] 

 “directly, because I always forget some problem with my memories I 

always easily to forget something so I want directly corrected at that time” 

[Nina] 

The other three participants; Pia, Mira and Ina had different preference. 

They preferred offline corrective feedback or after class activity finished 

because they think getting correction at the moment when they said wrong 

utterance during speaking it would make them forgot what they wanted to say. 

“mungkin lebih baik nya itu lah koreksinya lebih bagusnya ya itu abis 

kelas aja....karna kebanyakan mahasiswa tuh kalo misalnya dikoreksi 

waktu itu dia bapak tu udah ngoreksi terus dia lupa tadi mau ngomong 

apa gitu (perhaps after class activity finished…because mostly students 

think if they are corrected at that time, they will forget what they want to 

say” [Pia] 

 

 Suggestions for Lecturers 

  There are various suggestions for lecturer and English study program as 

well. The first suggestion is receiving more motivation after lecturer give 

corrective feedback. Mona explained that she expected for motivation and 

additional sources in learning. Nia has similar perceptions that she wanted 

motivation and suggestions meanwhile Mira added advice and motivation for 

students to study hard. 

“kedepannya harapan saya tuh untuk bahasa inggris semoga dosen-

dosennya kalo emang mahasiswa nya itu salah ya udah bener langsung 

di koreksi. Tapi kalo misalnya mereka bisa kasih motivasi atau ngasih 

gambaran yang asik buat ini loh conversation yang bener yang asiknya 

kayak kasih pembelajaran lebih extra gitu kak itu lebih bagus mungkin 

(for further English learning I expect the lecturers to immediately correct 

students’ mistake or error. Perhaps if it’s possible, give the students more 

motivations and enjoyable conversation such as additional material. It 

will be better)” [Mona] 

“menurut saya I think the lecture memberikan lebih motivasi-motivasi 

atau memberikan saran…film apa yang misalnya apa membangkitkan 

atau mengimprove skill kita di speaking. (I think the lecturer should give 



motivations or suggestion such as movie or any other media that would 

develop and improve our speaking skill)” [Nia] 

Understanding students’ character was one of the suggestions that other 

three participants from different score expected for their future English 

learning. Atik, Fira and Galang had similar perceptions that understanding 

students’ character was important for lecturers to give corrective feedback. Fira 

added that by understanding students’ character, there would be no mental 

breakdown for students and judgment for lecturers.  

 “mengkoreksi ya? Kalo untuk mengkoreksi sih sarannya yang tadi sih 

sebenarnya jangan menjatuhkan karakter dari mahasiswa tersebut kan 

karna mahasiswa terdiri dari beberapa karakter yang berbeda jadi 

dosen itu harus memahami bagaimana karakter mahasiswa tersebut 

jangan ada apa ya….biasa nya kan gini mmm judgment…dosen ini killer 

gitu kan (for correction? My suggestion for corrective feedback would be 

the lecturer do not let students’ character breakdown because students in 

classroom consisted of different characters so lecturer must understand 

students’ character so that there would be no judgment such as ‘killer-

lecturer’)” [Fira]  

Two students agreed that the recent corrective feedback giving by 

lecturer was already good enough for them. Ina added that it would be better 

for lecturer to wait until students finish talking to correct them. 

“iya sebenernya untuk speaking untuk semester ini tu cara 

pengucapan..cara koreksi nya bagus kak dari dosennya emmm mungkin 

ya itu tadi gak langsung ngomong eh itu salah gitu nanti pas sudah 

murid ny selesai gitu (yes, actually for speaking in this semester the way 

lecturer corrects students is already good enough. Perhaps the correction 

will be better after students finish their speaking)” [Ina] 

The other four participants stated differently. Pia expected that corrective 

feedback was given after class activity finished so that students would not 

nervous, meanwhile Yaya wanted lecturer to be friendlier toward her and Ema 

expected for directly pointing out the wrong utterance because during speaking 

in classroom she did not get explicit correction. In addition, Rio stated that 

lecturer can correct students’ error or give comments with no hesitation. 

“ya kek tadi lah misalnya mending koreksi nya abis kelas terus tuh kalo 

misalnya nggak semua siswa dikoreksi waktu dia ngomong tuh bisa 

nerima gitu beberapa siswa nah mereka pada grogi lah nervous lah. Gak 

semua siswa tuh tingkat speaking nya tuh sama jadi ya mending jangan 

di waktu itu mau ngoreksi nya (I think it would be better if the lecturer 

corrected after class activity finished because not all students accepted if 

they were corrected while they speak, some students might feel nervous. 

Not all students have same speaking abilty so it would be better after 

class activity finished)” [Pia] 



“pengennya dosen nya itu friendly sama …apa mahasiswanya apa 

jadi mahasisnya belajar itu nggak takut terus nyaman mau speaking gitu 

kan jadi kalo pas conversation mmm banyak nyambung enak jadinya 

suasana kelas gitu kan kalo misalnnya dosen bawainnya enak kan 

mahasiswa nya jadi nya nyaman belajar di kelas (I want lecturer to be 

friendlier to students so that students will not be afraid and feel 

comfortable to speak so the conversation will be more effective if 

lecturer enjoys and students feel comfortable in class)” [Yaya] 

“kalo menurut aku sih langsung ngomong aja ini salah nya dimana gitu 

nggak pake kode kode senyum atau ketawa jadi semuanya pake ketawa 

kalo dosennya yang ketawa jadi semua ikut ketawa (I think the lecturer 

better to say and correct the error immediately without giving code or 

just smile or laughing, because the whole class will laugh as well if 

lecturer laughs while give corrective feedback” [Ema] 

“jadi menurut….saya harapan saya suggestion kepada lecture jangan 

ragu untuk memberikan komentar kepada kami (I think my expectation, 

my suggestion to lecturer is don’t hestitate to give us comment)” [Rio] 

It can be conclude that all participants have different suggestions for 

lecturers, those are; give more motivation, understand students’ character, 

correct after students finish talking, after class activity finished, lecturer be 

friendlier, directly point out the wrong utterance, and correct with no hesitation. 

Conclusion  

Based on the findings and discussions in chapter four, it can be concluded that there 

were two types of corrective feedback that students in speaking for professional context 

class received from lecturer, those were; Explicit Correction and Metalinguistic Clues. 

Additionally the wrong utterance also committed by students due to some factors such as 

lack of vocabulary, grammar and pronunciation, nervous, and forgot what they wanted so 

say. 

Corrective feedback also brings both positive and negative impacts for students. 

Although all of the participants agreed that positive impacts such; be self-reflection, build 

confidence and increase knowledge were more dominant for their learning, some of them 

feel ashamed and scared when they are corrected which are included as negative impacts 

of corrective feedback. 

 Finally, this study revealed students’ expectations toward corrective feedback for 

their further learning. The expectations mostly addressed for lecturers, especially speaking 

lecturers. Nine of the students preferred online corrective feedback because they will be 

able to remember more if they are immediately corrected meanwhile the other three 

students preferred offline corrective feedback. The other expectations of how lecturers 

should give corrective feedback were conveyed for students’ further learning. Those were; 

give more motivations, understand students’ character, correct after students finish talking, 

be friendlier, directly point out the error and do not hesitate to correct students’ error.  
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